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People normally know what they want to communicate before they start to speak. However, brain 
indicators of communication are typically observed only after speech act onset and it is still unclear 
when any anticipatory or predictive brain activity prior to speaking first emerges, along with the 
communicative intentions it possibly reflects. Here, we investigated predictive brain activity prior to 
the production onset of two different illocutionary types, request and naming actions performed by 
uttering the same spoken words. Although the experiment was done in the laboratory, all speech acts 
were embedded into language games similar to natural communication. Already 600 milliseconds 
before speech production onset, an event-related potential maximal at fronto-central electrodes, 
which resembled the Readiness Potential (Di Russo et al., 2017; Kornhuber & Deecke, 1965), was larger 
in preparation for requests as compared with naming actions (figure 1). Differences between the 
illocutionary functions of the two speech act types were not only reflected in ERP amplitudes, but also 
in their topographies and, interestingly, their estimated underlying sources in the brain. In particular, 
source estimation indicated a relatively stronger involvement of fronto-central motor regions for 
requests. This brain activity may reflect the speakers’ expectation of and prediction on partner actions 
typically following requests, e.g. the handing over of a requested object. Our results are consistent 
with the proposal that different neuronal circuits underlie the processing of different speech act types 
performed with the same utterances (Pulvermüller, 2018). We discuss our results in the context of 
previous work on the neural basis of speech act understanding (Egorova, Pulvermüller, & Shtyrov, 
2014; Egorova, Shtyrov, & Pulvermüller, 2013, 2016) and relate the predictive brain indexes in speech 
act production to the ones previously observed in comprehension, shortly after presentation of speech 
act information. 

 



Figure 1: Grand average event-related potentials (ERP) measured prior to the onset of naming (blue) 
and request (red) actions. Recordings are from mid-fronto-central electrode FCz. The X axis represents 
time in seconds before and after speaking onset (voice onset, VO) and the Y axis represents the ERP 
amplitude in micro-Volt (μV). The grayed areas indicate the time windows where the difference 
between naming and request were significant (after Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc t-tests), as well as 
their respective significance levels.   
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